
                                   Letter To Creatives, and all who dare to dream ahead against coronavirus

 
Dear All,
 

It is my pleasure to participate in this worldwide initiative – I found it on the internet, specifically on YouTube, and after revising

more than one video content I decided to contribute to the overall creativity, compassion, inspiration and motivation in these difficult

times of COVID19 restrictions. 

                             As much as I am aware of what is expected from each participants of #ReadALetter campaign, I would like to inspire

and relate to all  who are interested in hearing a word or two from a creative,  who dare to dream ahead against coronavirus

restrictions and limitations. So, having said this, I will go straight to the point:

What creativity can inspire in moments of world pandemic disruption? I think, there is more than one bright and positive perspective

worth considering, especially when rudimentary, mundane reality is beginning to play its negative part. What can be done in times of

lockdown may be not only creative, but also playful, fun and very inspiring. Have you ever considered yourself a creative? If not,

maybe it is time to make a very first step towards discovering your personal creative potential and learn and try new ways of

learning things, solving a problem or simply creating a new perspective? In times of limited activity,  whether it  is  socialising,

travelling, shopping or simply organizing things around the house, we are confronted not only with our abilities to cope with stress

and how to adjust to the new rules, but most of all we are confronted with our abilities to think in a creative way. The more inventful

we are, the better for our creativity. And each time we are creative we prove ourselves, that there is more than one solution even in

most difficult and at a first glance hopeless situation. Those who are lucky enough to unleash their creativity in those stressful and

uncertain times give inspiration and motivation to others, and this is how this positive thinking, motivational and inspirational

addition increase social happiness during social distancing. 

Being able to dream ahead against the odds and coping with hurdles in life is a strenght, that like a positive fuel required to make

our social  lives  more diverse and full  of  new ideas opens up new perspectives.  Being creative  dreamer inspire  many positive

perspectives and gives hope for more to be done. It is important to have this positive perspective in mind. In times of pandemic,

against the odds caused by it and for an ongoing learning and development. Each time we dream ahead we learn how to conformto

a fear of loss, whether it is loss of normalcy forced by unexpected health and economic crisis, or loss of someone or something

important to our lives. Each time we create new perspective we take life in our own hands and we are strogner because of it. It is a

simple law of psychology: in uncertain times we can make our life more certain each time we can create new solution. That is why

creativity and daring to dream is so important. That is why we often dream away either to our hobbies, passions, something that we

can feel confident, safe and in control, no matter how limited this can be, in order to go through tuff times without losing so much. It

is important to create and dream ahead because it is in our nature. It is good when we realize how many different perspectives we

can create in order to survive. 

So, creatives, dreamers and all who care about progress and positive thinking, I dare you to continue your great work and thank you

for making an effort to inspire others to be creative, dreamful and able to move forward to a very new perspective. I wish all of you,

and to myself better future, after COVID19 pandemic.

#StayCreative, #StayDreamful, #StaySafe and if it'll be possible go out and #StayHappy outdoors ;)

Your Creative,

Karolina (Kala) Karmaza

 #readaletter @letterslive
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